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For the Love of Science
Mother, Daughter Win Fulbright, Rhodes Scholarships



By June Scharf

The chemistry in the Srinivasan household is a potent blend 
of intelligence and integrity, and it recently yielded national 
recognition. Rekha, a Case Western Reserve University senior 

instructor of chemistry, and her daughter Swathi, a 2017 BHS graduate 
and Harvard University senior, recently won the competitive and 
coveted Fulbright and Rhodes scholarships, respectively.  

These awards recognize those around the globe who can make a 
difference on an international level. The Rhodes scholarship funds its 
scholars’ studies at Oxford University in England for up to three years, with 
Swathi’s enrollment beginning in Fall 2021. The Fulbright provides grants 
for activity abroad, including study, research, or instruction. For six months 
between 2019-2020, Rekha traveled to India and Nepal to offer workshops in 
STEM instruction best practices for all learning styles, aiming to revolutionize 
their approach to teaching science. 

The odds of winning one of these awards are slim, and the reality that 
one household produced two winners is remarkable. The exceptionalism, 
however, does not end there. In Swathi’s case, at the beginning of 2020, 
she underwent four months of treatment for Hodgkin’s lymphoma without 
missing any classes or assignments at Harvard. Her chemotherapy and 
radiation regimen partially overlapped with the beginning of COVID-19’s 
spread, so she could no longer take public transportation due to a 
compromised immune system. 

Instead, for the final month of radiation, she rode her bicycle daily, six 
miles, rain or shine, to the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute in Boston. That was 
accomplished in the cold, after losing her hair. Her dad stayed in Boston 
during the month of her radiation treatments and she met him half way so 
they could ride the remaining distance together. He waited for her outside 
the hospital since he wasn’t allowed entry due to virus protocols. She is 
clear of the illness now.

Rekha, 48, is no stranger to challenge either. She is an immigrant who 
arrived in the U.S. 22 years ago, shortly after an arranged marriage in India, 
according to tradition. She excelled in chemistry, and after earning her Ph.D.. 
in the subject here, she became a chemistry instructor. As such, she teaches 
organic chemistry, a subject considered by many to be one of the most 
difficult in any undergraduate curriculum. 

Their shared interests in science and the way they excel individually is no 
accident. Life in the family’s Beachwood home has always been about taking 
themselves and their work seriously. Back when Rekha was a new mom and 
studying for her degree, she took baby Swathi with her to the lab so she 
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could complete her assignments. Raising Swathi also came with tremendous 
support from her husband Ravi, a biomedical engineer who created an 
improved incubator, among other pediatric devices, and serves as the “silent 
strength” in the family. Later in life, Rekha and Swathi would complete their 
work side by side at the kitchen table, a practice designed to encourage 
Swathi’s engagement with her education. 

In just three generations, the women have come a long way, building 
on the progress of past generations while acknowledging their ancestors 
in India who were child brides with very little education and several 
children of their own by their early 20s, as was the custom in the early 
1900s. Nonetheless, Rekha’s grandparents were an exceptionally bright, 
self-taught bunch. One of her grandmothers was a math genius who could 
do mental math at a high level, and another taught herself to read. Also, 
her grandfather was able to speak five different languages. The Srinivasans’ 
native tongue is Tamil. 

Rekha’s guiding wisdom surrounding childrearing was delivered by her 
own mother.

“She told me that a baby is like a flower. If you constantly touch it, it will 
get crumpled and lose its beauty, but if you nurture it, if you put it in a vase 
and give it water and watch it, it will be beautiful.” That essentially describes 
her approach to raising Swathi. She also modeled the behavior she wanted 
to see Swathi manifest. “Be what you want your child to be,” Rekha advises.

Rekha also supported her daughter’s interests. She cites the time when 
Swathi was captivated by sewing and clothing design, so Rekha bought her a 
sewing machine to test out and told her to research Coco Chanel. 

Spring break was a regular opportunity for further exploration and 
experimentation, and Swathi has fond memories of those times. When she 
wanted to make jewelry, her mom helped her buy gemstones online and 
wire from a craft store. When she wanted to do something science related, 
her mom brought home lemonade powder and red cabbage so they could 
conduct an acid base experiment in the kitchen sink.

Swathi gives full credit to her mom, dad and others who have supported 
her over the years, information she shared during a video call while she was 
at her Boston apartment.

“I am a product of all the people who invested in me. The extra office hours 
that teachers offered me were especially impactful. They helped me to think 
big, and they gave me the infrastructure to be where I am and to succeed.”

The sum total of her experiences up to age 21 have guided her toward an 
interest in a career affecting public health policy. She is double majoring in 
social studies (social and political theory) and the history of science, focusing 
on past public health epidemics. She is currently working on her thesis: the 
impact of inequality on the HIV/AIDS and COVID-19 health crises, specifically 
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“We have gotten to where we are 
because so many people have lifted us 
up. Therefore, it’s our job to lift up others. 
Always have a hand going forward to learn 
from others, and always have a hand in the 
back trying to bring others with you.”
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Swathi in Lisbon, while on a research trip to study Portugal’s response to the opioid epidemic (photo credit: Eana Meng); 
Rekha at Swayambhu, an ancient religious complex atop a hill in the Kathmandu Valley, Nepal; Rekha at Patan Durbar Square in 
Napal; Swathi hosting a panel at Harvard with Joe Kennedy, former U.S. Representative, Massachusetts.

examining policies and procedures in Brazil. 
She is also completing a minor in chemistry, 
with another thesis covering the synthesis 
of chemotherapy drugs that could minimize 
nauseousness (“This keeps me in the lab 
a bit on weekends”). She intends to earn a 
master’s degree in international health and 
public policy. 

When considering how prepared she 
was for Harvard after graduating from 
Beachwood, she says she felt ready 
academically, “as well as anyone could be,” 
and in one area, even better educated. “I 
entered with a strong footing in chemistry, 
something that not all Harvard students 
had.” Generally speaking, though, the level 
of rigor, competition and overall quality 
of work she observes among her peers 
reminds her of the many bright, motivated 
students she encountered when she 
entered international science competitions 
throughout high school. 

“Some of my peers were featured in 
“Forbes 30 Under 30,” have published 
multiple papers, were ballet dancers in 
national companies – just the most amazing 
people I’d ever met. This naturally gets in 
your head and requires some adjusting.”

But the exemplary nature of people 
surrounding her extends to professors as well.

“I remember reading in Mr. Davis’s 
English class work by Jamaica Kincaid. Then 
I scanned the Harvard course catalog and 
see that she’s teaching a class! What??” she 
squeals. “People that I had cited in my work 

over the years and people I had read about, 
they are here! A friend told me that her 
thesis advisor is a Nobel Prize winner. I’m 
still shocked by this.”

Besides being impressive, she finds the 
presence of eminence intimidating. She 
learned though, that “at the end of the day, 
you can’t compare yourself to other people.” 

She was, however, compared to others 
during the Rhodes selection process which 
was an extensive and extended journey. She 
needed eight letters of recommendation and 
a letter of endorsement from her university 
for which around 125 students applied, and 
Harvard selected about 45. There are 16 
districts throughout the U.S. that compete, 
and each one is awarded with two winning 
candidates, for a total cohort of 32 scholars 
from the U.S., among others globally, totaling 
about 100 Rhodes Scholarship winners. 

Swathi’s achievement was covered by the 
media throughout India, which made her 
extended family there very proud.

“I actually woke up one morning and it 
showed up on my Facebook feed on US 
News, Yahoo, and the AP. The most humbling 
part was when a little article and picture 
of me showed up in the newspaper my 
grandfather used to read when he was alive.”

For the personal essay that’s required 
for Rhodes consideration, Swathi detailed 
elements from her life history, including 
a look at stark inequality and what 
poverty looked like in India, specifically, 
among members of her mom’s family and 

other ancestors. She also examined how 
government policies impact public health, 
social mobility and equity, and how she 
would like to be part of future progress in 
those realms. 

Part of her grounding stems from lessons 
her mother taught her, the same ones by 
which Rekha lives. “We have gotten to where 
we are because so many people have lifted 
us up. Therefore, it’s our job to lift up others. 
Always have a hand going forward to learn 
from others and always have a hand in the 
back trying to bring others with you.” 

Rekha has practiced this principle during 
her 15-year teaching career, and more 
recently during her Fulbright tenure. She 
estimates that she trained around 450 faculty 
members in India and Nepal and helped 
them redesign their curriculum. Upon her 
return, she says she feels motivated to do 
even more within the arena of expanding 
educational opportunities. 

“The experience strengthened my already 
firm commitment to helping others. When 
you see teachers in small rural communities 
in India and Nepal willing to sit on the 
floor because they don’t have the proper 
accommodations, it makes me feel small 
when I whine about something like my 
internet being down here.”

Her strength also lies with her ability to 
teach organic chemistry, which she describes 
as very logical and pattern driven.

“It just makes sense to me and always 
has. It just clicks. Most of the reactions in 



our bodies are based on organic chemistry, 
so we really cannot escape it. I tell all my 
students here, you’re going to need to do 
this, so why not love it or enjoy it? It’s not 
easy, but nothing good in life is.”

Maybe her thrill with this subject matter 
is based in her own biology. “If you are 
passionate about something and you’re able 
to do it as a career, then that’s the greatest 
blessing you can have. So teaching organic 
chemistry is never work.”

But if that’s easy, what’s hard?
1998 was a tough year, when she was 

a new bride, enrolled in the first year of a 
Ph.D.. program, and a new parent. “Getting 
my Ph.D.. meant everything. But when I held 
my baby, I didn’t want to go back to school.” 
The eventual solution was to become super 
efficient. Later, when she went to work for 
eight hours while Swathi was in daycare, 
those eight hours needed to be productive, 
so she never wasted a minute. “It taught me 
time management and discipline.”

With limited time overseas for the 
Fulbright experience, she reveled in both the 
academic aspects and cultural experiences.

“Seeing the Himalayas, the people who 
wear such beautiful and colorful fabrics and 
jewelry, the sun, food and weather…the big 
cultural and environmental contrasts stayed 
with me.”  

Rekha believes Swathi is fortunate to 
have two parents who love their work. “We 
have challenges and we talk about them, 
but every day, the message she got was, 
whatever you do, you need to love it, so even 
when you’re tired, it’s a good kind of tired.”

What Swathi actually will pursue as her 
career is sometimes a moving target. 

“I’m still deciding whether I will seek a 
JD (Juris Doctorate/law degree) or a MD 
(medical degree), but definitely a Ph.D. I 
haven’t decided whether I want to be a 
medical practitioner-turned-policymaker, or 
to practice in the legal/policy areas with a 
knowledge of science,” she explains. 

“Taking an interdisciplinary approach 
to problem solving is my hope and goal, 
which is why my time now is being split 
between the sciences and humanities. I 
like science and I like the rigor of problem 
solving,” she adds. “But I care deeply 

about the social, political, and economic 
determinants of current problems, hence the 
interdisciplinarity.”

Her thinking, however, cautions against 
being the “jack of all trades and the master 
of none.” For now, she says she follows her 
interests day to day. “I’m too impatient to 
do anything other than focus on the issues 
and people I care about. This became a great 
philosophy for me – that it is easier to go the 
extra mile when you care.”

Becoming ill did require her to slow down 
though. Her friends tried to console her with 
statements like, “this is just a bump in the 
road.” But her thought was, “No, this is just 
the road. There is no alternate reality where 
this didn’t happen. I can’t go back in time to 
change it. But I would love to change it for 
other people.” Thus, her interest in improving 
the chemo experience. 

Clearly, if there is a chemical reaction 
that continues to spark in the Srinivasan 
household, it delivers benefits to all those 
with whom they come into contact. And, 
as Rekha has demonstrated, we cannot 
escape chemistry.  

Swathi and Rekha have always  
involved science in their lives. Rekha 

began taking Swathi, as a baby, to 
the chemistry lab when she was 

working toward her Ph.D. in chemistry. 
Today, they glance at each other with 
anticipation of what may come next.

Rekha believes 
Swathi is fortunate 

to have two parents 
who love their work. 

“We have challenges 
and we talk about 

them, but every day, the 
message she got was, 
whatever you do, you 

need to love it, so even 
when you’re tired, it’s a 

good kind of tired.”


